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Consolidation was the
central point
last year as
the Council reaped
the rewards that
followed the launch o f
a series of initiatives
and projects in 2013
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PRESIDENT’S
REPORT

COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS

Under the provision of the Constitution clause 15 (a)
(iv), the following Ordinary Members were appointed
to the Council:
i. Star Reacher Advertising Sdn Bhd
ii. People N Rich-H Sdn Bhd

MEMBERSHIP

The principal goal of the Council is to amass quality
over quantity. It is pleasing to note that we have
achieved a membership that is fairly responsible and
eager to learn. There are, however, drawbacks.
The Council was once more forced to act against
Members who failed to perform under the
Boomerang Membership Accreditation Programme.
A deadline extension was again granted for Members
who fell short and only two Members ran foul of the
scheme when the deadline expired.
It cannot be stressed enough that the Boomerang
programme was introduced to help Members gain
invaluable knowledge and tools to equip themselves
to weather the challenges in an increasingly
demanding industry.

—

It cannot be
stressed enough
that the Boomerang
programme was
introduced to help
Members gain invaluable
knowledge and tools
to equip themselves to
weather the challenges
in an increasingly
demanding industry
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NORTHERN REGION CHAPTER

The Northern Region Chapter of the Association
was energised by the presence of Council Members
in Penang. The July meeting with these Members
preceded a seminar on creativity and pitching for
agencies and clients.
A number of concerns were raised and the
Council promised to find solutions, where possible,
to these matters. The Council also engaged the
Invest Penang representatives and discovered an
opportunity to help the state government to turn
Penang into a creative hub.

PROFESSIONAL PITCH DISBURSEMENT BY-LAWS

THE 4As ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2014

The fine-tuning of the By-laws progressed further in
the face of the Competition Act with amendments to
also lessen the burden of the Pitch Fee. In addressing
the nature of the business at present, a Mainstream
Pitch now also covers a multimedia platform.
Associations, nonprofit organisations and charities
were excluded from paying Pitch Fees. This move
enables Members and these parties to engage and
conduct business freely.
The impending imposition of the Goods and Services
Tax (GST) on the Pitch Disbursements were also
taken into consideration and measures were adopted
to shield the Association from adverse impact.
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GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

It was necessary to lobby for the reinforcement of
made-in-Malaysia advertisements aired on Malaysian
television stations as well as to have clear guidelines
on the creation of such advertisements in place.
The Council received the backing the Film
Censorship Board subsequent to a meeting with the
Board’s Chairman.
A more arduous struggle awaits the Association as
the Ministry of Communications and Multimedia was
considering the idea of the National Advertising Policy
(NAP). Reservations over the plan were expressed
to the Ministry and a strategy planner has been
employed to assist the Council in presenting the full
workings of the industry to the authority before any
drastic stance is assumed.

INTER-INDUSTRY RELATIONS

The amendments to the Malaysian Code of
Advertising Practice were approved and it is hoped
that the revised code will aid the Advertising
Standards Authority’s (ASA) enforcement of ethics
and professionalism in the industry.
The Medical Device Authority (MDA), a statutory
body of the Ministry of Health, sought the ASA’s
counsel in drafting of their own code of advertising
for medical devices. As the Code covers such
matters, the ASA offered to include the MDA in the
process of adjudication.
The Audit Bureau of Circulation’s(ABC) claim that
newspaper circulation was more significant than
readership was a source of contention as it may
mislead the industry.
The Council proposed that the ABC’s By-laws and
Reporting Standards take cognizance of the rapid
digitalization of the industry.

THE NATIONAL ADVERTISING POLICY (NAP) SEMINAR

—

It is hoped that
the revised code will
aid the Advertising
Standards Authority’s
(ASA) enforcement
of ethics and
professionalism
in the industry
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EDUCATION

—

We will continue to
bring world-class training
by the Berlin School of
Creative Leadership to
Malaysia for the benefit
of members

The Committee continued to probe all avenues to
identiy and implement the most effective and relevant
educational programmes. This process includes
discarding “old” initiatives and replacing them with
more refreshing and up-to-date schemes.
The Graduate Fellowship Programme has served
its purpose and yet to convince the Council that
it is capable of meeting the projected return of
investment. The Fellowship Programme, it was
agreed, was not sustainable and, for this reason, will
be discontinued.
The Council is currently evaluating suitable options to
fill up the space left by the Fellowship Programme.
The offering of digital marketing courses was one
alternative while the proposed talks helmed by the
global industry’s young creative directors was another.
In continuing to reach out to young talent and
students, the Ad Unplugged series intermingled
with the new Kancil Students Awards Idea Brewery.
This initiative garnered more than the full support of
several private institutions of higher learning.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME GRADUATION

We will continue to bring world-class training by the
Berlin School of Creative Leadership to Malaysia for
the benefit of members. The Astro 4As Advanced
Leadership Programme and The Navigator
Programme were conducted in October 2014.
The Association organised two Ad Excellence
workshops across the year with the view of helping
clients and agencies better understand each other for
better working relationships.
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MEETING THE VIETNAM ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION (VAA)

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

The Vietnam Advertising Association (VAA), which
was currently run by the Vietnamese government,
requested the Association to advise them on
establishing a similar body.
This is not only an acceptance of the work that
the Association had accomplished over the years
but also a recognition of the Association in the
international arena.
The Council wrote to the VAA to request their
presence in Kuala Lumpur to discuss the setting up a
similar association in Vietnam and to learn about the
Putra Brand Awards.
NEW BUILDING

Macomm Management Services Sdn. Bhd. –
which is owned by the MAA and Association
- had made an offer to purchase a six-storey
building in Phileo Damansara 1 in Petaling Jaya
at a cost of RM6.2 million.
Three floors of this building were currently
occupied as rented space while the remaining
floors are to be renovated for the use of various
associations and Macomm.
The banks unfortunately declined the application for
a loan to purchase the building in December. It was
decided that the Association will resume the search
for a suitable building next year in view of a softer
market forecast.

—

This is not only
an acceptance of
the work that the
Association had
accomplished over
the years but also
a recognition of the
Association in the
international arena
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AWARENESS

—

The
focus shifted
to profiling the
Association itself
and its position
in the industry

The Publicity Committee that was set up last year
gathered information on the industry stakeholders
to grasp a wider picture of the task at hand and the
responsibilities of the Association.
The media was supportive of the Association’s yearly
activities and events such as the Kancil Awards
and Putra Brand Awards. In the previous year, the
media also allocated space for courses such as the
Advanced Leadership Programme.
The focus shifted to profiling the Association itself and
its position in the industry. Raising the awareness of
the Association and the importance of engaging with
accredited agencies is an ongoing effort that, along
with the rest that the Council has initiated since 2013,
will bear fruition in the long term.
GOODS AN SERVICES TAX (GST)

To mitigate the difficulties in complying with the
soon to be introduced GST, the Association has
co-organised seminars and workshops to familiarise
members with the Act.
A copy of the GST “Guide on Advertising
Services” published by the Royal Malaysian
Customs was circulated by the Association to all
members for information.

THE ADVANCED LEADERSHIP PROGRAM – SUPPORTED BY ASTRO
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AWARDS
COMMITTEE
REPORT
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OBJECTIVES
• ELEVATE THE ROLE OF
THE 4As IN CULTIVATING A
CREATIVE ECONOMY
• ENGINEER A POSITIVE
PERCEPTION OF MALAYSIA
AS A MARKET FOR CREATIVE
EXCELLENCE LOCALLY AND
INTERNATIONALLY
• PROMOTING THAT IDEAS
(CREATIVE ECONOMY) DRIVE
VALUE CHANGE

PROJECTS
• MALAYSIA’S MOST VALUABLE
•
•
•
•

BRANDS (MMVB)
PUTRA BRAND AWARDS
EFFIE MALAYSIA
KANCIL AWARDS
HALL OF FAME

MALAYSIA’S MOST VALUABLE BRANDS (MMVB)

There is no doubt that the MMVB has brought
prestige and recognition to a substantial number of
stakeholders in the industry. The project, however, has
become commercially unsustainable.
Despite Media Prima’s offer to renew the partnership,
there appears to be lukewarm interest from other
sponsors and the costs incurred in organising the
event itself are proving to be prohibitive.
The Honorary Life President proposed to the Council
to use IPG FutureBrands for the valuation of the
brands, as Interbrand demanded a very high fee.
Meetings were held with FutureBrands in August.
FutureBrands has a measurement system called
FutureBrands Index (FBI), which monitored the top
100 brands based on market capitalization and
brand perception.
FutureBrands was keen to partner the 4As and
deliver a Malaysia- specific FBI and help move
MMVB to the next level. The FBI will demonstrate
market capitalization and brand perception based
on interviews with 1,500 people from across
organisational hierarchy for the basis of their
quantitative analysis.
They will work with a renowned audit firm for the
capitalization rankings and expect the fieldwork to
consume at least four months. As the MMVB valued
brands, it would be useful to link this to different
categories and highlight the value of using advertising
agencies to build brands.
The Council reiterated that cost was a critical issue
in determining the way forward with the MMVB.
Discussions ensued with FutureBrands for a
downward review of their fees.
It was also proposed to meet up with Media Prima
to gauge the interest level of the media group to
continue as the main sponsor of MMVB. This is
crucial to determine whether the Association would
continue to promote this event in the future.
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PUTRA BRAND AWARDS 2014

17

—

MATRADE
expressed interest in
expanding the award
to a regional scale

THE PUTRA BRAND AWARDS

The Council was informed that the Association had
filed for the Putra Brand Awards to be trademarked for
it to reside under the Association’s ownership.
A significant surplus was achieved this year and
the Council was pleased to note that table sales
increased whereas expenses were reduced.
Additional good news was received from MATRADE,
which expressed interest in expanding the award to a
regional scale.
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EFFIE MALAYSIA

The Council agreed to the MAA’s request to equally
share the amount of RM 184,601.42, which was the
surplus from organising the Effie Awards between
2008 and 2011.

KANCIL AWARDS 2014

KANCIL AWARDS
JUDGING AND COSTS

The production of the Kancil Annual, with a
production cost of between RM30,000 and
RM40,000, was halted. A proposal for the website
to be updated to host a library of Kancil books
from 2006 was considered. A one-time cost of
RM 40,000 and an annual maintenance fee of
RM 8,000 and RM10,000 was subsequently
sanctioned by the Creative Council.
The judging and event were held in the same
week (between November 10 and 14) to
encourage the foreign judges to stay on for the
Kancil Awards Gala Nite on November 14.
The Creative Council studied the feasibility of
implementing digital judging system and reported
that the cost to implement it and the showcase,
without taking into account the acquisition of
the hardware, was RM 85,000. The MDeC and
Yayasan Innovasi Malaysia were identified as
sources of funds to offset this and other costs.

NUMBERS OF WINNERS
FOR KANCIL AWARDS

494
256

2014
Winning
Entries
2013
Winning
Entries
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—
CHAIRMAN’S AWARD RECEIPIENTS 2014

Datuk Dr. Wong Lai Sum

There was
a significant
increase in the
metals accorded
this year and
this should spur
the agencies to
perform better

Dato’ Rohana Rozhan

HALL OF FAME
RECEIPIENT 2014

POS Malaysia was eager to be a sponsor and had
proposed to deliver the certificates for the Kancil
Awards to the winning agencies while Kenanga
Investors also expressed an interest to be a partner
for the event.

Tan Sri Datuk Vincent Lee

The Malay Mail sponsored 25 tablets for the
judging in return for details of 25 subscribers in
exchange of part of the sponsorship. Letters on
sponsorship were sent out to these parties.
Petronas offered to host the Kancil exhibition at the
Petronas Gallery. As the Kancil Awards had limited
exposure and not many people had the chance
to view the works, the Creative Council welcomed
this as a good opportunity to reach out to the
general public.
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KANCIL AWARDS 2014 AGENCY OF THE YEAR – BBDO
POST-MORTEM

The full post mortem report of the Kancil Awards
was shared with the Council in December. Last year,
494 awards were handed out as opposed to the 256
in 2013. In another encouraging sign, the Awards
recorded 1,800 entries for 2014.
The early bird entries for Kancil Awards submission
was extended by a week as the system was facing
teething issues. The integrated online system was
not completely deployed as the tablets could not be
used during the judging. The appointed vendor was
tweaking the system to ensure it was fully operational
next year.
There was a significant increase in the metals
accorded this year and this should spur the agencies
to perform better. The jury was briefed to ensure that
a gold winner from Kancil Awards is capable of at
least winning in international shows.
The Council noted that the awards varied in each year
and was briefed that the Council and Creative Council
would need to set certain benchmarks.
For example, what should be the criteria for the
awards for the year: lift the overall industry standard
or a celebration of creativity? Should the number of
awards be restricted based on a percentage of the
number of entries, as in other shows?
There must be a Kancil manifesto to spell out the
objectives and rules for the Kancil Awards. The role of
the jury Chairman was to implement the Kancil Rules
while the Creative Council and the Council must
establish rules to be adhered to.

—

It was decided
that the new
processes for the
Kancil Awards
would be tabled at
the forthcoming
BGM for Members’
consideration
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GOLDEN KANCIL AWARD

Questions were raised over the Golden Kancil Award
entry and the Creative Council agreed to look into the
recommendation for a vetting committee to evaluate
all Golden Kancil winners.
The findings from the vetting process will be
highlighted to the judges for them to make an
educated verdict. The experiment this year of having
the judging, the festival and the show in the same
week produced many glitches.
The question of jury managing all the judging
involved considerable time and patience. There
was a suggestion to include specialists for specific
categories, for example digital, and there could be
a need to seek the advice of luminarries who had
served as Jury Chairman in the past.
It was proposed that in view of the negativity
surrounding this year’s Kancil Awards – especially in
social media channels – it was imperative that the
showcase regained its integrity by announcing the
action proposed by the Council.
In the discussion that followed, the Council
appreciated that the Creative Council was working
to put the process right for the future. In order for
honesty and transparency to prevail in all aspects of
the Kancil Awards, however, the Council suggested
writing to Members to clarify on the future direction
that will be adopted for the event.
The Creative Council will respond to the two
complaints received and, in the meantime, it was
decided that the new processes for the Kancil
Awards would be tabled at the forthcoming BGM for
Members’ consideration.

—

Committee:
Led by the President and supported by
Mr. David Mitchell, Mr. Andrew Lee and
Mr. Michael Constantine
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ADVOCACY

COMMITTEE

REPORT
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OBJECTIVES
• IMPROVING THE QUALITY
OF TALENT, ETHICS AND
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
• MEMBERSHIP RECRUITMENT
AND MARKETING

PROJECTS
• PROFESSIONAL PITCH
DISBURSEMENT
• BOOMERANG MEMBERSHIP
ACCREDITATION
PROGRAMME

PROFESSIONAL PITCH DISBURSEMENT BY-LAWS:

The Association has allowed the Pitch Fee Bylaws to evolve with the passage of time in an
effort to persuade all parties to adopt them as a
standard practice.
Since its birth in 2006, the By-laws have continued
to be refined to reflect the demands in the industry
and to comply with provisions in the Competition
Act. In keeping with this, proposed amendments
of the Pitch Disbursements By-laws to mitigate the
impact of the prohibitory nature of the Pitch Fee
were tabled in 2014.
The Council sought legal advice on applying the Pitch
Disbursements to instances where the budgets were
above RM300,000 for a Mainstream Pitch and above
RM100,000 for a Digital Pitch.
“Mainstream Pitch” and “Digital Pitch” were further
defined as, frequently, a Mainstream Pitch includes
digital proposals. A Mainstream Pitch now includes
a multimedia platform. The industry terminology for
Digital Pitch, with the disclaimer “not limiting to,” was
also considered to cater to the ever expanding scope
of digital media.
In a situation where the advertiser does not disclose a
budget, the Pitch Disbursements would be that stated
in the By-laws, which will be applicable to Ordinary
and Associate Members of the Association.
Additional amendments were also considered:
•
•

•

—

Replacing the words “advertising business”
with“marketing communications”.
Defining Member’s “subsidiary company” companies affiliated with or controlled by a
Member – in the current By-laws. Although a
Member was affiliated to a company, it did not
follow that they had management control over it.
Exemption to Government Ministries, which has
been removed, to be reinstated.

Since its birth in 2006, the By-laws
have continued to be refined to reflect
the demands in the industry
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The Council agreed that associations, nonprofit
organisations as well as charities should also be
excluded from paying pitch fees. The Association’s
solicitors considered the possible impact of the
upcoming Goods and Services Tax (GST) on the Pitch
Disbursements, especially if the Pitch Disbursements
and other revenues of the Association were subjected
to the GST.
The Council was advised that the Association must
register and comply with the law on the matter of
the GST. The method of collection should remain as
it is to ensure the Association was in control of the
disbursement process.

—

The Council
agreed that
associations,
nonprofit
organisations as
well as charities
should also be
excluded from
paying pitch fees

The key amendment revisions above were finalised by
the solicitors and efforts were made to present them to
the Members for approval at an Extraordinary General
Meeting (EGM) on October 2014.

BOOMERANG MEMBERSHIP ACCREDITATION
PROGRAMME

An action plan to reprimand Members for not meeting
the minimum points specified for the Boomerang
2013/14 term was drafted after 24 Members breached
this requirement.
A letter urging these Members to top-up on the points
within a 90-day deadline was sent. It included a list of
trainings sanctioned and organised by the Association
for their reference. Members who have yet to fulfill their
minimum total points under the April 1, 2013 to March
31, 2014 cycle were again reminded in writing.
A final extension of October 31, 2014 was granted in
response to a number of Members writing in to explain
the reasons for their inability to fulfill their Boomerang
points. Only two Members failed to meet the minimum
requirements after the expiry of this cut-off date.
In December, 40 Members submitted their updates
on trainings and services that they have participated
in last six months. Letters informing Members of
their accumulated points will be dispatched once the
compilation was completed.
The Council explored a standard scale of points
for programmes to be developed for an easier
determination of points. An idea for automating
the Boomerang point system, which consumes a
substantial amount of manual processes to determine
the points, was then considered.

—

The Council
explored a standard
scale of points for
programmes to be
developed for an easier
determination of points
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MEMBERSHIP

The Council addressed the issue that Members in the
Affiliate category, while not posessing voting rights,
enjoyed full membership benefits and were not bound
by certain By-laws of the Association.
After examining the core businesses of these
Members, the Council witheld all applications for
Affiliate membership. In August, the Council agreed
to remove the Affiliate category upon the approval of
Members in an EGM.

The following members were eligible for upgrade to Ordinary member
and the Council assented, subject to the fulfillment of the requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADL ADVERTISING SDN BHD
ALPHA245 COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
AMBI AGENCY ADVERTISING SDN BHD
ASTANA INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD
AVA MEDIACOM SDN BHD
BULB COMMUNIQUE SDN BHD
ELLIPSIS (M) SDN BHD
HAKUHODO MALAYSIA SDN BHD
INTEGRATED STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
MEGAN NATHANEAL SDN BHD
SMASCOM & DESIGN SDN BHD

Five Members withdrew or were dismissed from the
Association while ten were admitted as new Members:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALT ADVANTAGE SDN BHD (ASSOCIATE MEMBER)
INNO MINDS WORKS SDN BHD (ASSOCIATE MEMBER)
INTER XS MEDIA SDN BHD (ASSOCIATE MEMBER)
MEDIA PLATFORM SDN BHD (AFFILIATE MEMBER - JUNE 2014)
CHEIL MALAYSIA SDN BHD (ASSOCIATE MEMBER)
LUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD (ASSOCIATE MEMBER)
V CONNECT ASIA SDN BHD (AFFILIATE MEMBER - JULY 2014)
DIA BRAND CONSULTANTS SDN BHD (ASSOCIATE MEMBER)
MAINSTREAM MEDIACOM SDN BHD (ASSOCIATE MEMBER)
PENGURUSAN KARISMA KREATIF (PENANG; ASSOCIATE MEMBER)

The Council received enquiries from non-Klang Valley
Members on the reduced entrance fee and levy and
agreed for a reduction of 50% for both entrance fee
and levy for the first two years of their membership.
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VISITING THE 4As AGENCIES IN PENANG

THE NORTHERN REGION CHAPTER

In mid-2013, the Council laid down the groundwork in
Penang for the establishment of our subdivision in the
Northern Region that will promote our interests and
extend benefits to Members in this region.
This chapter also aimed to seek the support of
the Penang state to set up a creative hub and roll
out incentives to act as an impetus for the creative
industry. The Council was heartened by a number of
developments in this respect in 2014.
Three Members from Penang had attended the AGM/
EGM in 2014 and shared the common issues faced
by the northern-based agencies with the Council.
Mr. Kee Keah Yu of Megan Nathanael was tasked to
see if these issues could be resolved and on how to
raise awareness on the benefits of using accredited
agencies amongst these clients.

—

The Building
Better Brand
Values seminar
was attended
by 50 guests
representing
advertisers and
agencies as well
as the media
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—

The Council
believed that an
opportunity for
the Association to
approach the Penang
government to share
ideas to help develop
the state to be a
creative hub existed

A session with the top clients in the northern region,
numbering between 15 and 30, was proposed. The
Vice President volunteered to assist in crafting a plan
to engage potential Members, media organisations
and advertisers in the region and a list was submitted
to the Council in May.
On July 4, the Council held their monthly
meeting in Penang and conducted a seminar
on creativity and the art of pitching for agencies
and clients. The session also focused on the
value of using the Association’s Members and
the recruitment of Members.
The Building Better Brand Values seminar
was attended by 50 guests representing
advertisers and agencies as well as the media.
A representative from the Chief Minister’s
office requested for a working paper on the
Association’s plans for the northern region before
facilitating a meeting with the Chief Minister.
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Delegates from Invest Penang informed the Council
that a blueprint to transform Penang into a creative
hub has been developed. A subsequent study of the
paper found it to be technical in nature and contained
little information on “creative.”
The Council believed that an opportunity for the
Association to approach the Penang government to
share ideas to help develop the state to be a creative
hub existed. A Member in Penang was willing to
assist the Association to meet with the Chief Minister
and the Vice President was requested to prepare a
working paper for this purpose.
The Council thanks Mr Kee Keah Yu and the other
Members for their presence at the engagement
session, which has encouraged the Council to double
the efforts in integrating nothern-based Members into
the Association.

—

This chapter
also aimed to seek
the support of the
Penang state to set
up a creative hub and
roll out incentives to
act as an impetus for
the creative industry

MDA d’ AWARDS GRAND PRIX WINNER 2014
GRAND PRIX WINNER
Leo Burnett / Arc Worldwide Malaysia
McDonald’s Save The Sundae Cone
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PRESS COVERAGE

DIGITAL DIVISION

—

Over the
years, its main
focus gradually
shifted to awards
and supplementing
the Kancil Awards’
cyber category
and, as such, there
was insubstantial
impact on the
industry as a whole

The division was set up in 2011 to look into the
needs of the digital arm of agencies and digital
agencies as well as to attend to matters on
education, regulations, awards and partnerships
with digital creative agencies.
Over the years, its main focus gradually shifted to
awards and supplementing the Kancil Awards’ cyber
category and, as such, there was insubstantial impact
on the industry as a whole.
The Council was divided between assuming a
leadership position in the digital area or, as many
digital creative agencies were members of the
Malaysian Digital Association (MDA), leaving it to the
MDA to champion these matters. The Association
could have a representative on the MDA.
A plan was drafted for the future, with the attention
falling on advertising agencies (internally) and the
industry (externally). The Vice President suggested
immersing digital in the four pillars of the Association:
Engage, Educate, Awards and Advocacy.
Mr Gary Tay, Mr Richard Steven and Mr Anand
Badami were placed in charge of reviving the the
division to meet the digital needs of the industry.
—
Committee
Led by the President, and supported by
Mr. Karthi Palanisamy, Mr. Aaron Cowie,
Mr. Gary Tay and Mr. Anand Badami
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OBJECTIVES
• TO BE A SOURCE OF
REFERENCE FOR BRAND
MARKETING AND
COMMUNICATION ISSUES,
AND LEGISLATION THAT
EFFECT CONSUMER
COMMUNICATION
AND DEMAND
• BRAND MALAYSIA ADVOCATE
• NETWORKING AND
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS
GOVERNMENT
• MYIPO
• MATRADE
• MINISTRY OF DOMESTIC
TRADE, COOPERATIVE
AND CONSUMERISM
• MINISTRY OF
COMMUNICATIONS
AND MULTIMEDIA
• MINISTRY OF HEALTH
• CMCF
• MDEC
• LEMBAGA PENAPISAN FILEM
PROFESSIONAL BODIES
AND MARKETERS
• MAA
• MSA
• MDA
• ABC
• ASA
• SME AND SMI
• BRANDING ASSOCIATION
OF MALAYSIA
• C4As
MEDIA PARTNERS
•
•
•
•

MEDIA PRIMA
ASTRO
STAR PUBLICATIONS
MEDIA APPRECIATION
FELLOWSHIP

MEETING WITH THE LEMBAGA PENAPISAN FILEM (LPF)

GOVERNMENT
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
CENSORSHIP BOARD

A meeting with the official in charge of television
commercials (TVC) approvals from the Film
Censorship Board (Lembaga Penapisan Filem or LPF)
was arranged to discuss LPF’s rejection of TVC for
inappropriate reasons.
The ensuing unproductive discussion prompted the
Council to request a meeting with the Chairman of
LPF to deliberate over the grievances of Members
and to seek a solution. In a meeting with Dato’ Abdul
Halim Abdul Hamid in April, the Council raised the
predicament faced by Members.
The Council was pleased to secure LPF’s support
for the industry at large and agreed to their request
to have a presentation session with the Association’s
Members. Eighty participants, representing almost
40 agencies, attended the LPF’s Guidelines on
Advertising presentation on June 4 2014.
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MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MULTIMEDIA
NATIONAL ADVERTISING POLICY

The Council attended a meeting on August
26, 2014 with the Ministry to understand the
need for the National Advertising Policy (NAP).
The meeting was attended by MCMC, CMCF
and Persatuan Agensi Pengiklanan Bumiputra
(PRIBUMI) with its advisor an Associate Professor
of Universiti Sains Malaysia.
Subsequent to a joint meeting with MAA and MSA
in September, the Council agreed to draft a paper
to the Ministry to contend that another policy such
as the NAP was not necessary.
The content of the NAP was tabled to the Council
and the consensus reached was that more
information regarding the industry’s overall turnover
must be included to furnish a clearer picture to the
Ministry on the size of the industry.
In November, it was decided that a consultant
be appointed to provide a plan of action and
Key Performance Indexes (KPI) and, in the
following month, SIP Consultancy agreed to the
Association’s terms on the plan of action and KPI
related to the NAP.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING POLICY (NAP) SEMINAR

—

The content of the NAP was tabled to the
Council and the consensus reached was that
more information regarding the industry’s overall
turnover must be included to furnish a clearer
picture to the Ministry on the size of the industry
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—

In November, it was
decided that a consultant
should be appointed to
provide a plan of action and
Key Performance Indexes
(KPI) and, in the following
month, SIP Consultancy
agreed to the Association’s
terms on the plan of action
and KPI related to the NAP

NATIONAL ADVERTISING POLICY (NAP) SEMINAR IN SESSION
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MINISTRY OF HEALTH
FOOD ADVERTISEMENT REGULATIONS

The FMM, MAA and Council Members
attended a meeting with the Ministry of Health
on July 16 and presented counter proposals to
their draft regulation. The Ministry committed to
table it at their internal meeting and advise the
Committee accordingly.
In October, a draft copy of the Food
Advertisement Regulations that was uploaded
to the Ministry’s website to solicit comments
from the public was brought to the attention of
the Council.
The public was notified that the industry (FMM,
MAA and the Association) has asked the Ministry
to discuss the draft with the industry stakeholders.
Copies of the draft were distributed and Members
were requested to provide their feedback as early
as possible.
COMMUNICATIONS AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT
FORUM OF MALAYSIA (CMCF)

The costing of the branding exercise for the CMCF
was finalised and the body searched for alternate
funding mechanisms to manage the cost. The
advertising agency appointed to undertake the
project had begun work by November.
The CMCF was looking at issuing TrustMark
certificates for websites to maintain standards
within the networked content community. A
committee to explore the possibility of slimming
advertisements appearing on electronic media,
meanwhile, was set up.
PROFESSIONAL BODIES AND MARKETERS
ADVERTISING STANDARDS AUTHORITY (ASA)
MALAYSIAN CODE OF ADVERTISING PRACTICE

The committee finally agreed in June to proceed
with the amendments to the Malaysian Code of
Advertising Practice and a draft of the revised
Code was completed in July.

—

The CMCF was
looking at issuing
TrustMark certificates
to maintain standards
within the networked
content community
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Upon the ASA Chairman’s review, the amended
Code was passed on to Members in September
for their perusal. Members were required to bring
along three advertisements that they believe had
breached the Code during every ASA committee
meeting for discussion.

—

The committee
finally agreed in June
to proceed with the
amendments to the
Malaysian Code of
Advertising Practice

A constituent Member was not agreeable to share
the cost of employing an individual to monitor the
media for false and misleading ads. It was noted
that advertisers funded the operations of ASA in
Britain and the Council gathered more details on
the British funding model.
The MNPA requested the ASA to present
the benefits of remaining in the body to their
Committee and it was determined that the
ASA continuent members met up with all the
MNPA heads of consultant to discuss the matter
supporting ASA.
MEDICAL DEVICE AUTHORITY

The Medical Device Authority (MDA), a statutory
body of the Ministry of Health, turned to the ASA
for the drafting of their own code of advertising for
medical devices.

—

The ASA
suggested that it would
be beneficial if the MDA
was represented in the
ASA Committee to hear
related cases in breach
of ASA’s Code

The MDA was also setting up a complaints
resolution panel to review complaints on medical
devices advertisements and the ASA suggested
that it would be beneficial if the MDA was
represented in the ASA Committee to hear related
cases in breach of ASA’s Code.
SURUHANJAYA PENGANGKUTAN AWAM DARAT (SPAD)

SPAD, a statutory body set up to regulate and
enforce rules concerning land-based public
transport consulted with ASA in drafting its own
rules for advertising in public transport vehicles.
It was noted that although the external ASAMDA panel adjudicated on such advertisements,
the final round of judgment will be conducted
internally by MDA.
INCORPORATION OF ASA

The Companies Commission of Malaysia
(Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia or SSM) rejected
ASA’s appeal to use the name Advertising Standards
Authority. The SSM objected to the use of the word
“Lembaga” (Authority) as it connotes a relationship
with government.
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It was proposed that the ASA use “Advertising
Standards Advisory” or “Advertising Standards
Administration” as alternatives. The SSM requested
for a support letter from Ministry of Communication
and Multimedia for the use of the name Advertising
Standards Authority.
The ASA was advised by the Ministry to rewrite the
letter requesting for their no-objection letter for the
use of the name Advertising Standards Authority. The
ASA obliged and await the response from the Ministry.
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATION (ABC)

Around 200 Malaysian advertising and media
practitioners attended the 16th ABC Media
Workshop which was held in May 2014 in Ho
Chi Minh, Vietnam. The workshop themed “The
Economics of Media Convergence” is in line with
the ABC Malaysia’s quest to equip the media and
creative industry with the necessary knowledge to
make informed business decisions based on the
rapidly converging media landscape.
Taking into account new trends in media
consumption, ABC Malaysia is taking steps to
demonstrate that it can widen their activities to cover
emerging media starting with digital replicas; and
setting standards for digital publications and then to
overall brand reach. It is crucial for ABC to become
part of the digital conversation and develop services
that are relevant to digital advertising.

—

It is crucial for ABC to become
part of the digital conversation and
develop services that are relevant to
digital advertising
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CONFEDERATION OF ASIA ADVERTISING AGENCY
ASSOCIATIONS (C4As)

The new C4As office bearers’ were elected in
the AGM in Singapore in April to serve for the
next two years:
To the Council’s question on the value of C4As
membership to the Association, its President
explained that the next meeting would devote itself to
issues focusing on the advertising agency business.
The Council resolved to continue to support the C4As
if it remained relevant to the Association and agreed
to host the next C4As meeting in Kuala Lumpur in
March 2015.

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

Indonesian Association
of Advertising Agencies

Japan Advertising
Agencies Association

SECRETARY

TREASURER

Advertising Agencies
Association of India

Accredited Advertising
Agents of Malaysia

Mr. Harris Thajeb Mr. Tateo Mataki

Mr. Nagesh Alai

—

The Council
resolved to continue
to support the C4As if
it remained relevant to
the Association

Dato’ Johnny Mun

Encik Omar Shaari reported that 56 awards were
given away at the EFFIE APAC awards and added
that the judging process was carried out using an
electronic judging platform.
The software used was user-friendly and was capable
of catering to the needs of the judging process and
the contact details of the software provided were
passed on to Mr. David Mitchell for possible use at
the Kancil Awards.
The Association has been asked to help organise
the next C4As meeting scheduled for March 2015 in
Kuala Lumpur.
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MEDIA PARTNERS
MEDIA APPRECIATION FELLOWSHIP 2014

Ten media organisations participated in the
Media Appreciation Fellowship held between
May 18 and 20. The media owners agreed to
look into engaging the Association’s agencies for
their creative work so as to ease their costs and
improve opportunities for agencies.
It was brought to media organisations’ knowledge that
the media agencies also created content and it was
agreed that there was need for a task force under the
Association to highlight the role of creative agencies
in building brands.
DIGITAL DIVISION

The Council reached out to the digital media owners
such as Google, Facebook and other social media
networks. Media owners such as Google have
actively approached agencies for their services and
talks were held with the company for a broader
introduction of their services to agencies.
Google made the presentation to the Association
in November. It was widely praised as insightful
and another presentation was arranged for
December 2014.
BRANDED CONTENT WORKSHOP

Astro agreed to conduct a Branded Content
Workshop in August while a similar workshop
with Media Prima was scheduled for September.
Both workshops will cater for between 20 and 50
participants on a first-come-first-served basis.
The workshop with Media Prima was subsequently
postponed due to unexpected circumstances
whereas Astro pushed the date for their seminar to
after the Chinese New Year in February 2015.

—

It was brought to
media organisations’
knowledge that the
media agencies also
created content and it
was agreed that there
was need for a task force
under the Association
to highlight the role of
creative agencies in
building brands

—

Media owners such
as Google have actively
approached agencies
for their services and
talks were held with the
company for a broader
introduction of their
services to agencies
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ADVERTISING EXCELLENCE WORKSHOP

—

The Council felt that
educating the clients was the
right way forward and weighed
the suggestion to condense the
programme to one day
ADVERTISING EXCELLENCE WORKSHOP

The first Advertising Excellence workshop by Mr.
Peter Lam was conducted between May 19 and
20 May and attended by 21 participants – 16 from
agencies and five clients.
The workshop was suitable for clients and agencies
at the mid-level but, as there was a role reversal
element, it would have been better to have an equal
number of clients.
The Council felt that educating the clients was the
right way forward and weighed the suggestion
to condense the programme to one day. Though
the pilot programme made a loss of RM1,300, the
Council was of the unanimous view that it should
continue regularly.
Mr. Peter Lam was persuaded to bring the cost
considerably down and the second workshop was
completed successfully on December 2, 2014 with
26 participants. A minor surplus was made from the
programme and the Council is working on the third
session in 2015.
—

Committee:
Led by the En. Omar Shaari and Mr. T. Renganathan
and supported by the President, Vice-President,
Mr. Karthi Palanisamy and Mr. Andrew Lee
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COMMITTEE
REPORT

EDUCATE
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OBJECTIVES
• DEVELOPING AND
ENHANCING HUMAN CAPITAL
BY PROVIDING MEMBERS THE
TOOLS, TRAINING AND OTHER
PROGRAMMES
• INCREASING THE
SKILLS OF MEMBERS
THROUGH ENGAGING AND
TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING
EXPERIENCES

PROJECTS
• SHINE
• NEXT
• GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAMME
• IACT
• HIGHER INSTITUTION
OUTREACH PROGRAMME
• ASTRO-4As ADVANCED
LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME
AND NAVIGATOR
• THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL
MARKETING

THE ASTRO-4As POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP

Astro continued with the grant of RM150,000 to
support the Advanced Leadership Programme
with The Berlin School of Creative Leadership.

—

The Council
managed to obtain a
reduction in fees for
both the Advanced
Leadership
Programme (ALP)
and Navigator
programmes

The Association, taking cognisant of the needs to
train mid-level executives had asked The Berlin
School to design a programme for this level of
agency employees.
The Berlin School was contacted to negotiate
the pricing for the second programme and the
Council managed to obtain a reduction in fees
for both the Advanced Leadership Programme
(ALP) and Navigator programmes.
These courses - costing RM230,000 would be marketed regionally to overseas
associations as early as possible. The
target was to have 25 participants for each
programme and several Members were
approached to encourage their participation.
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—

The Council is
pursuing with the
Berlin School to
establish a centre in
Malaysia, principally to
conduct a certification
program for industry
practitioners

THE ATTENDEES OF THE ADVANCED LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

THE NAVIGATOR PROGRAM

The Council was informed by the Berlin
School that Sir John Hegarty was not able to
speak at either the ALP (October 15 – 18) and
Navigator (October 19 – 21) and Mr Michael
Conrad has been engaged to be the speaker
for the Masterclass.
The ALP and Navigator programmes were
completed with a minor financial loss in terms
of financial. The Council is pursuing with the
Berlin School to establish a centre in Malaysia,
principally to conduct a certification program for
industry practitioners.
A formal proof for practitioners that they have
upgraded their skills to meet certain industry
requirements was needed and this is also helpful
for agencies to gauge these practitioners during
a hiring process. The IPA UK was also contacted
on the matter.
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A SESSION DURING THE NAVIGATOR PROGRAM

—

A formal proof for
practitioners that they
have upgraded their skills
to meet certain industry
requirements was needed
and this is also helpful for
agencies to gauge these
practitioners during a
hiring process
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THE GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME (GFP)

The Graduate Fellowship Program was organised
with the assistance of 95% The Advertising
Academy and only 15 participants were selected
from 21 applicants.
Eight candidates were eventually shortlisted
and it was noted that seven agencies were
involved in the programme. All eight completed
their training and the graduation ceremony was
completed in December.
The Council circulated its concern over the return
of investment (ROI) on the GFP programme and
stated that perhaps the time has arrived to source
for other relevant programmes.
Following a discussion, it was agreed that the
ROI garnered from the GFP programme was not
sustainable for the Association and therefore the
program will not run again in the future.

—

It was agreed
that the ROI garnered
from the programme
was not sustainable
for the Association
and therefore the
program will not run
again in the future
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THE GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP GRADUATING CANDIDATES

—

The Council
was in agreement
that the fame
of having their
works produced
and gaining the
opportunity to a
have a two hour
session with the
judges was the
ultimate motivation
for the students

AD UNPLUGGED / KANCIL STUDENTS AWARDS IDEA
BREWERY (KSAIB)

Efforts were made at tying Ad Unplugged with the
Kancil Students’ Award, with the identified sponsor
providing a brief on their website and allowing the
students ample time to work on it.
The Council was in agreement that the fame of
having their works produced and gaining the
opportunity to a have a two hour session with the
judges was the ultimate motivation for the students.
A meeting with the client to negotiate for them to
produce the winning works was held.
Four sessions were held with a total of 390
students in attendance. Several private institutions
of higher learning had made it compulsory for
their final year students to submit for the Kancil
Student’s Awards Idea Brewery as part of their final
exam requirements.
No sessions were conducted with public
institutions of higher learning despite the extension
of the call for entries to these institutions. A total of
61 entries were received and the final session was
held between the client and Gold & Silver winners.
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DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital marketing courses were in demand and
the Association believed that offering such classes
would be beneficial for Members. Hyper Island
was identified as a partner and discussions were
held with them to roll out the programme.
In November, Ms. Christina Andersson of Hyper
Island made a presentation on the programmes
offered by her institution for the industry. The
institution was established in 1996 and has offices
in Stockholm, Manchester, New York, Sao Paulo
and Singapore.

MEETING WITH UTAR

Ms. Andersson said a session with a duration of
between three and five days will cost SGD4,750
per-head, with the usual number of participants
per-class tagged between 25 and 35 persons. The
Council proceeded to discuss the packages with
the training provider after earmarking the first half
of 2015 to flag off the first programme.
UNIVERSITY OUTREACH PROGRAMME

The response from university and college
administrators, lecturers and students to this
initiative last year was hugely positive. The Council
was further encouraged when Universiti Pendidikan
Sultan Idris (UPSI) sought to formalise a MOU with
the Association. It was agreed that the MOU will be
signed after the Chinese New Year 2015.
The Council suggested that the programme
which was conducted at UTAR to be replicated
at UPSI. This includes holding a career talk for
their students and drafting the 4As Students’
Chapter. Council Members were invited to
make presentations on the industry as well as
on the Association.

—

The Council
suggested that the
programme which
was conducted
at UTAR to be
replicated at UPSI

THE 4As CAREER TALK AT UTAR
CAREER COUNSELING WEBSITE

In December, the vendor employed by 95% had
completed only 60% of the work and targeted
the site to be up in first quarter 2015 and
behind schedule. The Council held the vendor
accountable for the delay.
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—

The Vice President proposed a programme
to be held next year where leading young creative
directors from around the globe were invited to
speak to members and industry players

HRDF / PSMB

—

Digital
marketing
courses were
in demand and
the Association
believed that
offering such
classes would
be beneficial
for Members

Ms. Michelle Achuthan represented the Association
on the Sectorial Training Committee which was
created by the PSMB to identify the training gaps in
the industry.
Presently, the Associations were exempted from
registering as training providers as they were
considered as non-profit organisations. A new
ruling by PSMB, however, stated that associations
have to register as training providers effective
January 1, 2015.
The Council met the officer in charge at PSMB who
requested a written appeal to waive the processing
fee of RM3,000 for the registration, which will make
it easier for Members to process claims.
YOUNG CREATIVE

The Vice President proposed a programme to
be held next year where leading young creative
directors from around the globe were invited to
speak to members and industry players.
These speakers should be able to provide a wider
and fresher perspective on the direction for the
industry. Ms. Michelle Achuthan and Mr. Anand
Badami volunteered to oversee this project.
—
Committee:
Led by Ms. Michelle Achuthan and supported by
En. Omar Shaari, Mr. Gary Tay and the President
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PUBLICITY
COMMITTE
REPORT
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OBJECTIVES
• INCREASE VISIBILITY OF ALL
ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES
AND EFFORTS UNDER A
SINGLE UMBRELLA
• CREATE CONSISTENT
PUBLICITY THROUGH
CONSOLIDATION
• CREATE AN EFFECTIVE
STRATEGY TO REPOSITION
THE ASSOCIATION TO
ATTRACT YOUNG TALENT

COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

The Council reviewed clippings from several
newspapers that covered the Association’s
outreach efforts in Penang. The PR activities
planned for the year included a schedule
of interviews with agency heads, coverage
for the Effie books as well as the Advanced
Leadership Programme (ALP).
The Council stressed that the Association must
be the focus of media attention in 2014. It
was suggested that the Association send out
newsletters to Members on the events and other
industry related news.
The Council felt that it was best to continue
to build on the current Facebook platform to
publicise events instead of spending more on
additional platforms.
Media coverage was obtained in The Star, BFM
and Business Times for the ALP while the Kancil
and Effie Awards also garnered generous space
in the media.
Beyond the monthly featured articles on key
personalities and agencies, PR coverage
included key 4As events also focus on 4As
education and training programmes.
It was proposed that Association leverage on
public relations to carry the message on the
need for advertisers to use accredited agencies
for their marketing communication solutions. A
media statement was prepared with this aim of
raising more awareness.

facebook.com/4AsMalaysia

—
Committee
Led by Gary Tay

EFFIE AWARDS ANNUAL BOOK
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Members List

Ordinary Members
180 DEGREES BRANDCOM SDN BHD
ADL ADVERTISING & DESIGN SDN BHD
ADRENALINE COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
ADSELL ADVERTISING (M) SDN BHD
ALPHA 245 COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
AMBI AGENCY ADVERTISING SDN BHD
AMPHIBIA DIGITAL SDN BHD
AQM CREATIVE & COMMUNICATION SDN BHD
ARACHNID SDN BHD
ARTURN ADVERTISING (M) SDN BHD
ASATSU-DK SDN BHD
ASTANA INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD
BARON ADVERTISING SDN BHD
BATES MALAYSIA SDN BHD
BBDO MALAYSIA SDN BHD
BEANS MEDIA SDN BHD
BLOOMINGDALE ADVERTISING SDN BHD
BOUSTEAD ADVERTISING SDN BHD
BRANDS SOLUTIONS FOR HIRE SDN BHD
BRONCOS WORLDWIDE SDN BHD
BULB COMMUNIQUE SDN BHD
CD ADVERTISING SDN BHD
CODA ADVERTISING SDN BHD
COMPASS INTERACTIVE SDN BHD
CREATIVE JUICE KUALA LUMPUR SDN BHD
CRUSH COMMUNICATIONS (M) SDN BHD
DENTSU (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD
DENTSU UTAMA SDN BHD
DENTSU YOUNG & RUBICAM SDN BHD
EFFICAZ MEDIA SDN BHD
ELLIPSIS (M) SDN BHD
FCB SDN BHD
FIXGO ADVERTISING (M) SDN BHD
FUTURE IDEA GROUP SDN BHD
GEOMETRY GLOBAL SDN BHD
GREY WORLDWIDE SDN BHD
HAKUHODO (M) SDN BHD
HAVAS WORLDWIDE
KUALA LUMPUR SDN BHD
HUNTER STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
IF INTERACTIVE SDN BHD
IGNITE SDN BHD

IMPACT CHALLENGER (M) SDN BHD
IMMERSE COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
INTIGUS SDN BHD
INTEGRATED STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
J WALTER THOMPSON SDN BHD
JOESCHER+ADHAUS
K-GIC ADVERTISING SDN BHD
KRAKATUA SDN BHD
LINS ADVERTISING & MARKETING SDN BHD
LOWE AND PARTNERS SDN BHD
LUCIDEAS CREATIVE SDN BHD
M&C SAATCHI (M) SDN BHD
MANTRA COMMUNICATION SDN BHD
MCCANN-ERICKSON (M) SDN BHD
MEDIACLIQ SDN BHD
MEGA ADVERTISING SDN BHD
MEGAN NATHANEAL SDN BHD
MILK & CO SDN BHD
MONSTER INTERACTIVE SDN BHD
NAGA DDB SDN BHD
NERVE CENTRE SDN BHD
OCTAGON CREATIVE SDN BHD
OGILVY & MATHER (M) SDN BHD
OXYGEN ADVERTISING SDN BHD
PEOPLE ‘N RICH-H SDN BHD
PUBLICIS COMMUNICATIONS
MALAYSIA SDN BHD
RAPP (M) SDN BHD
SAATCHI & SAATCHI WORLDWIDE SDN BHD
SIGNATURE CONCEPTS (M) SDN BHD
SPENCER AZIZUL SDN BHD
SPIN COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
STAR REACHER ADVERTISING SDN BHD
STONEADS SDN BHD
SYM WORLD SDN BHD
TBWA KUALA LUMPUR
THE WIZARD’S ROOM SDN BHD
TORPEDO IDEAS (M) SDN BHD
TRIBAL WORLDWIDE SDN BHD
TWO POINTS SDN BHD
WIZART SDN BHD
XUANWORKS SDN BHD
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Associate Members

Affiliate Members

ABC MEDIAWORKS SDN BHD
ADDICTIVE MEDIA SDN BHD
ALT ADVANTAGE SDN BHD
AGENDA SOLUTION SDN BHD
AVA MEDIACOM SDN BHD
B&B ADVERTISING
CHEIL MALAYSIA SDN BHD
DIA BRAND CONSULTANTS SDN BHD
INNO MIND SDN BHD
INTER XS MEDIA SDN BHD
LUNCH COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
MAINSTREAM MEDIA SDN BHD
PENGURUSAN KARISMA KREATIF
PENUMBRA COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
SALIENT INFORMATION SDN BHD
SHINAJII SDN BHD
SMASCOM & DESIGN SDN BHD

ASTRO RADIO SDN BHD
ASTRO DIGITAL 5 SDN BHD
CARAT MEDIA SERVICES (M) SDN BHD
DIRECTORS THINK TANK SDN BHD
EMPIRE BUSINESS SYSTEMS SDN BHD
FILMPOINT SDN BHD
FUSE ASIA SDN BHD
GROUPM INTERACTION
I-WAN MEDIA SDN BHD
MAX AIR PLAY SDN BHD
MEDIA PLATFORM SDN BHD
REDHOT MEDIA SDN BHD
SPIRAL EFFECT SDN BHD
STAR RFM SDN BHD
SYNCHROSOUND STUDIO SDN BHD
THE GREATEST HITS SDN BHD
VCONNECT ASIA SDN BHD

Contact

For further enquiries,
please contact the 4As Secretariat
Macomm Management Services Sdn Bhd
Unit 706, Block B
Pusat Dagangan Phileo Damansara 1
No. 9, Jalan 16/11, Off Jalan Damansara
46350 Petaling Jaya
Selangor, Malaysia
Tel 603 7660 8535
Fax 603 7660 8532
Email aaaa@macomm.com.my

www.aaaa.org.my

